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assassination is a closed chapter in American 

history—except for the question of protecting 
Presidents more closely in the future, It says that 

dno accomplices, we can all breathe more 
despite the pain and sadness produced by 

“port was the prodtct of a group of naive men. _ 
But this cannot be said of a panel made up of 
an eminent, jurist, seasoned politicians, a banker 
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- Commission. 

ghastly murder of a popular President to a misfit’ 
“with a grudge against society; and to write aff 
the murderer of the alleged assassin as an emo- 
“tonal man whose love for the First Family and 
his grief caused him to commit his act. 
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sassination may not be disclosed in our lifetime. 
“What need be concealed about the history and 
Toyements of a lone misfit? — 
Nor is there any accounting for the failure’ of 
the Commission to press the questioning of Jack 
Ruby and his reported connection with the slain 
officer Tippit and with Oswald himself—and this- 
in the face of Ruby's expressing himself to Justice 
“Warren as being in mortal terror of right-wing 
‘plotters whom he sought to link to the assassi- 
nation of the President. 

. Nor is there a plausible explanation for the ease 
‘with which Oswald obtained a passport (in 24 
“Rours) for a second trip to the Soviet Union al- 

he was a known defector from the United 
‘States. The Commission's brush-off of this point 
“(see p. 1) is painfully apparent, and can only 
“Increase the suspicion that Oswald may indeed 
‘have been s U.S. agent. If Oswald were an.agent, 
‘ft could account for the failure of the EBI 
"notify the Secret Service or the Dallas’ police 
the presence in Dallas of a suspected “subversive” 

who bore watching. 
ts tt reasonable for the Commission tn ef- 

Hol closed 
was hit by a second bullet; and not by the first’ 

that struck the President, it might estab-_ 
that more than the officially accepted three 

ts were fired (again-a widely challenged con- 
and that therefore)more than one man 

involved in the assassination. 2 
MORE TO THE POINT, in the immediate after- 
‘math of the Report, is the vindication of the 
‘Commissi en confidence that it would 
dneet with no challenge in the U.S. press, despite 
the strong—and justified—criticism of the jour- 
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ing account,” said the New York Times. “ 
serves acceptance as the whole truth, and noth- 
ing but the truth,” said the ° : 
major historic document of our times,” said the 
Philadelphia Inquirer, “Clear, detailed, conscien- 
Hous, judicious, demonstrates beyond a reason- 
able doubt .. .” said the New York Herald Trib- 
une. “A monument to patient sifting and analysis 
of fact,” said syndicated columnist Marquis Childs. 

Not one newspaper, not one commentator noted, 
for example, that the Commission completely de- 
molished the evidence presented by District. At- — 
torney Wade Nov, 24 (printed in full in the New — 
York Times Noy, 26); nor that having discarded 
Wade's “evidence” that Oswald was the lone 
Killer, the Commission had to accept a whole 
new set of circumstances to come eto the same- 
conclusion, 

The searching criticism of the Report. will ie 
left to foreign newspapers and opinion, which 

have: -indicated. belief that the Report raised 
far more questions than it answered. It will be left 
also to such persevering civil libertarians: as Ber- 
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